IdentityWorks® – World-Class Identity Protection from Experian

Safeguard Your Identity For a Brighter Future

Over 160 million records were exposed in 2017 due to data breaches. That’s why IdentityWorks checks constantly for signs that you might be at risk for identity theft. We closely monitor your personal information. We alert you to new activity in your name. Then we help you recover.

Multiple levels of vital detection and support

Daily Credit Monitoring and Timely Alerts

• Early warning Surveillance Alerts™ notify members of key credit report changes covering 50 potential indicators of fraud.
• Information on new accounts, medical collections, and other activity allows members to understand when their identities may be at risk.
• Timely notification empowers members to quickly and efficiently respond to potential identity theft.

U.S.-based Fraud Resolution Team

• Can help to investigate and address both credit and non-credit related fraud.
• Are highly trained professionals that can contact credit grantors to dispute charges, close accounts, and provide additional assistance as needed.

$1 Million Identity Theft Insurance2

• Provides coverage for lost wages, legal fees, and funds lost due to unauthorized electronic fund transfers.
• Zero deductible upon enrollment.

Experian Credit Report

• Members can check for past inaccuracies and signs of identity theft.

2Identity theft insurance is underwritten by insurance company subsidiaries or affiliates of American International Group (AIG). The description herein is a summary and intended for informational purposes only and does not include all terms, conditions and exclusions of the policies described. Please refer to the actual policies for terms, conditions, and exclusions of coverage. Coverage may not be available in all jurisdictions.

Check Your Member Portal for More Information